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Dear Mr. Husain:
It is my pleasure to submit to you for consideration
of the Group
the report of an External Management Review (EMR) Panel on the International
Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA).
This is the sixth
EMR conducted within
the CGIAR, and the first
not held concurrently
with a
As you know the quinquennial
review of ICARDA was conducted
program review.
last year, but the management review =s delayed a year because it would have
come too close on the heels of recently
introduced
changes in administrative
procedures.
The Group owes a debt to ICARDA's board of trustees,
director
general and staff
for their cooperation
and assistance
during this review.
Particular
debt is owed also to Professor John Hirst,
who chaired the EXR Panel
and--as he was also a member of the quinquennial
review panel--provided
the
much needed liaison
between the program and the management reviews, and to the
panel members, Professors
Ahmed El Jack and Ozer Ertuna.
The panel has focused on most aspects of management at ICARDA. One
area, ICARDA's relations
with the Government of Syria, was omitted because of
then ongoing discussions
between the center and the Syrian Government.
Another
area, efficiency
of the operations
of the board of trustees,
is discussed only
tangentially
because the schedule of the panel did not permit sufficient
interaction
with the members of the board.
We have made a note of this at the
CGIAR secretariat
and in future reviews plan to arrange better contacts between
the board and the panel.
The overall
impression of the panel on management of
ICARDA is very positive.
Three factors
appear to have played key roles in
generating
such a positive
picture.
First,
ICARDA's staff
is of a high
calibre,
their morale is high, and by and large they are satisfied
with their
jobs.
Second, the informal and pragmatic style of management has given
flexibility
to the center to adjust itself
quickly
to changing circumstances.
Third,
the recent advances the center has made in some important areas have led
to significant
gains in efficiency.
These areas include financial
services,
computer services,
stores and purchasing,
and farm operations.
Alongside
these accomplishments,
the panel has also noted that two
broad areas require further
strengthening
at ICARDA: human resource management
and organization
and management of administrative
services.
Measures
recommended in the area of human resource management include better
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justification
of the posts created, more systematic and tighter
screening of
using performance appraisals
<as a mechanism for tying salaries
and
candidates,
benefits
more closely to individual
performance, establishing
a unified
personnel policy,
forming a single unit responsible
for all personnel issues,
and upgrading the management skills
of ke:y staff through appropriate
management
training
seminars and courses.
In the area of administration,
the panel
recommends that ICARDA fill
the post of director
of administration
as soon as
possible and suggests a reorganization
of the physical
plant facilities
and
their management.
The panel has also recommended a revised organizational
structure
proposed is simple and rational
from a
for ICARDA. Although the structure
management standpoint,
the success of the center with the present arrangements
suggests that the move towards the recommended structure
should be gradual,
dictated
primarily
by practical
considerations
and the speed with which some of
the other recommendations can be carried out.
The board and management of ICARDA have been very receptive
to the
recommendations of the review panel.
In ia letter
to you dated September 25,
the chairman of the board and the director
general set forth the position
of
the board, outline
the steps already taken, and indicate
how they are
proceeding to consider further action.
The suggestion that ICARDA is willing
to provide Arabic language support to the system is most welcome. We shall
pursue this approach, with the proviso that ICARDA will need to have its costs
paid by those seeking help.
The ICARDA EMR also raises an important issue of relevance to the
This relates
to the high level of uncertainty
of funding
whole CGIAR system.
in the system and its detrimental
effects
on short and long-term planning.
In
the case of ICARDA, dependence on two major donors (who provide roughly
one-half of ICARDA's total revenues) is another cause for concern.
actions

In conclusion,
in connection with

we recommend that the Group take the following
the EMR of ICARDA:

(1)

Commend the board, management and staff of ICARDA for the
advances they have made in improving management effectiveness
at ICARDA;

(2)

Encourage the board
motion the actions
recommendations in
and administrative

and management of ICARDA to put in
necessary for implementing the Panel's
the areas of human resource rmnagement
services.
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This review report clearly
shows that with good staff and determined
management a center can indeed build in a short time the systems and processes
which are necessary for good management. ICARDA's comprehensive management
information
system --and the plans it has for expanding it to include a cost
accounting system--for
example, are exemplary achievements that deserve to be
considered by other centers within the CGIAR system.
Sincerely
yours,
,".
/-----
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Executive Secretary
CGIAR Secretariat

Attachments

International Centerfor Agricultural Researchin the Dry Area:

Mr. S. Shahid Husain
Chairman, CGIAR
.1818 H Street,
N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U,S.A,

25 September 1984

Dear Mr. Husain:
The purpose of this letter
is to convey the collective
views
of ICARDA's Board of Trustees
and senior management on the
recently
completed Management Review.
In our judgement, the exercise was professionally
rigorous
and sensitively
done. It reflects
an understanding of
ICARDAQ mission, its substanial
accomplishments,
and its
needs in order that its effectiveness
can be further enhanced.
the constructThus it is with appreciation
that we have studied
ive and supportive content of the report.
Because we concur
with most of the Panel's suggestions,
and had,in fact taken
initial
steps prior to the review, several of the recommendations have already been implemented.
Among the actions taken and the changes made are the following:
Budgetary provision has been made for a senior administrative
officer
and recruitment
is under way. Cost accounting work is
now being implemented.
It will be followed by the employment
of an internal
auditor.
Recruitment processes, which have
served ICARDA well as reflected
in the high quality
and dedication of our staff,
have been further
strengthened by broadening
the advertising
of posts,
Our zero base, participatory
budgeting
and forward planning process is now fully
implemented as are
our highly effective
computerized accounting,
financial
control
W ith respect to personnel issues,
and research analysis systems.
we are seriously
evaluating
possible means of further
integrating
policies
governing the employment of regional and international
the organization
and management of
staff members. Finally,
physical plant facilities
are under intensive
review,
In this
analysis,
findings
from detailed cost studies are necessary to
evaluate alternatives
as in the case of assignment and mafntenAdjustments will be made as appropriate.
ante of vehicles.
W ith respect to some of the other recommendations of the Panel,
we feel that further
analysis and/or additional
financial
resources are required before we can take definitive
action.
We do, however, offer the following
indications
of the directions
we are moving.
./.*.2
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Mr. S, Shahid Husain
Chairman, CGIAR

25 September

1984

As resources become available
ICARDA would welcome the opportunity
to strengthen
its Arabic language service to meet the
needs of the CGIAR system.
We appreciate
the thought the Panell has given to the structure
of ICARDA's management and staff positions
as reflected
in the
suggested Organization
Chart.
In principle
we are in agreement
so long as sufficient
flexibility
exists
to take advantage of
the strengths
of each individual.
Such flexibility
is especially
important
in a situation
where well-trained
administrators
are
not always readily
available.
We concur that in-house training
in specific
management functions
can, over time, increase
effectiveness
and enhance job satisfaction.
We are acutely aware of ICARDA's over-dependence on two principal
The Panel's statement that "there does not appear to be
donors.
a clearly
defined strategy
for tackling
the problem** is only
partly
true of the Center per se.
St has important
implications
for the CGIAR system as a whole.
ICARDA continually
makes efforts
to encourage its traditional
donors to increase their contributions.
Considerable
time and energy is also spent on seeking new sources
of funding, especially
from the region.
Some notable successes
have been achieved, for example the very generous support that is
now being given to the building
program by IFAD and the OPEC Fund
Nevertheless
we clearly
need to
for International
Development.
emphasize this point still
more and we seek the support of the
whole CG system in our endeavours.
Of special urgency is the need to raise funds to complete the
essential
remaining part of ICARDA's building
program, namely
the training
facilities,
glasshouses and five senior staff houses.
We note the complete support of the Panel in our endeavour to
reach this goal.
we again express our gratitude
to the Panel and to
In conclusion,
all members of the CGIAR Secretari!at
who have helped make this
demanding exercise
such a worthwhile
undertaking.

Yours sincerely,
/-* ,/-
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Andreas Papasolomontos
Chairman, Board of Trustees
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Mohamed A. Nour
Director
General
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CONCLUSIONS AND MAJOR BECOEfMENDATIONS

1.

The Panel, some of whom were new to the CG system, felt
that following
very necessary visits
to the regional
programmes, they had insufficient
This resulted
in less opportunity
for discussion
time for their task.
with Board members and management than the Panel hoped for (pp. l-2).

2.

As the review
Government of
with comments
effects
on the

3.

The Panel approved of the participative
which was appreciated
by the staff
(p.

4.

The staff are highly motivated
the work of the center and its

5.

In recruiting
responsibilities
tional
center

6.

Many staff
expressed a need for management training
and the Panel
believes
that this should be given more attention
(p. 8).

7.

The Panel strongly
commended current
efforts
to consolidate
a single
policy for staff
affairs
but emphasizes that this will be a long process
of design and implementation.
It cannot be expected to result
in
complete uniformity
of benefits
and conditions
of service for equal
qualification
(pp. 8-9).

8.

From past evidence it is plain that the center has greatly
improved its
procedures for budgeting and financial
management.
Indeed the Panel
believes
that ICARDA's computer-based
systems are worthy of consideration
by other centers (pp. g-10).
The Panel is also supportive
of ICARDA's
efforts
to design and introduce
a cost accounting
system (p. 10).

9.

One of the major problems of ICARDA is its excessive
major donors.
As the center continues
to establish
credibility
it is essential
that it receive increased
As at
and especially
from those within
the region.
proportion
of funds with specified
application
needs
(p. 11-12).

coincided
Syria, it
from the
Board of

with discussions
between the ICARDA Board and the
was inappropriate
to prejudice
these negotiations
Panel on host-country
relationships
and their
Trustees (p. 2).
style
5).

and morale
future
(p.

of management of ICARDA,

is good, and there
6).

the center continues
to be mindful of its
but should never forget
its prime role
(pp. 6-7).

is pride

regional
role
as an interna-

in
and

dependence upon two
its scientific
support from donors
other centers,
the
careful
attention

10. The center will be greatly
aided by the completion
of the building
progress.
The Panel supports the plans for trainee
housing and
recreational
facilities,
the greenhouse complex and staff
housing
pp. 14-16).

in
(see

- ii
11.

12.

-

Concerning the staff and administrative
structure
Panel made three principal
recommendations:
(a)

the appointment

of a director

(b)

the reorganization
of the physical
management (p. 24); and

(c)

the unification

of personnel

of the center,

of administration
plant

(p.

facilities

management (pp.

the

23);
and their

8-9).

In suggesting possible organizational
changes (pp. 24-269, the Panel
made detailed
recommendations that lwould depend largely
on the execution
of the three major recommendations :in 11 above.

1.

INTRODUCTION

All who have followed the colourful
history
of ICARDA will have
realized
that its establishment
in a difficult
part of the world was not
easy.
Nor indeed would it have been simple to manage the original
three-country
center structure.
Therefore,
although the pressures that led
ICARDA to develop its headquarters
in Syria may have simplified
management,
it certainly
caused delay to the establishment
of the headquarters,
the
regional
programs and the management structure
that supports them.
From limited
experience,
reading past documents and extensive
conversation
it is plain to the Panel that the past few years have shown very
marked improvements in program planning,
budgeting and finance,
computer use
and procedures for some services and the purchase of goods.
Many of the
rules and procedures on which the staff and facilities
operate have been
codified
and published.
These changes greatly
assisted
the Panel in their
work.
However, the greatest
assistance
they had during their stay with
ICARDA was the unfailing
patience and friendliness
of all those they met and
questioned,
for this the Panel was most grateful.
The Panel found the time allowed (see Annex 3) quite insufficient
to meet all those it wished to meet and to discuss fully
all the items on its
agenda.
Notable among these omissions were discussion
of inter-progranime
communication,
relationships
with other institutions
and ICARDA's policy over
external
contract
work.
The Panel was further
handicapped by the illness
of
Mr. Selcuk Ozgediz (Management Adviser at the CGIAR Secretariat).
However,
Mr. Peter Greening (Deputy Executive Secretary,
CGIAR Secretariat)
gave much
and very welcome editorial
assistance
in the later stages in Aleppo.
2.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
a> COMPOSITION The Charter (as amended to 1982) prescribes
composed of not more than 18 trustees,
as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)

one trustee appointed
station
is situated;
the director

general

up to 14 trustees
consultation
with

by each government
of the center

where a principal

and;

appointed by the board of trustees
the Consultative
Group.

Trustees (except the director
a maximum of two consecutive
three-year

a board

general in office)
periods.

in

normally

serve

for

The composition
of the ICARDA Board has been one of several issues
under discussion
with the Syrian Government.
One proposal being the
appointment of a second nominee for Syria in its capacity of host country in
which the center's
headquarters
has now developed.
It would be improper for

the Management Review Panel to report on anticipated
decisions
of the Board:
However, it is hoped that it will be possible
to add, as a subsequent
appendix, the conclusions
of the Board and of a further
meeting with
representatives
from the Ministry
of Planning of the Syrian Government now
scheduled for July 1984. Nevertheless,
the opportunity
to attend the 12th
meeting of ICARDA'S Executive Committee (Frankfurt,
March 1-2, 1984) granted
to the chairman of the Management Review Panel and discussions
in ICARDA both
suggest that these negotiations
have been conducted with frankness and good
will
on both sides.
It is to be hoped, and seems likely,
that they will
end
not only in agreement but in improved understanding
and clearer procedures.
b) Committees Reporting
to the
the existence
of an Executive Committee.
Vice-Chairman
of the Board, the Director
trustees
(currently
four) who are elected
of ICARDA also exercises
the functions
of

The Charter only requires
This must comprise the Chairman and
IGeneral and at least three other
annually.
The Executive Committee
a finance and audit committee.

Board.

The Board may appoint other committees as it finds necessary.
The
most important
at present are the Program Committee and a smaller ad hoc
group conducting the current discussions
with the Government of Syria.
The Panel regrets that, through
difficulties
of phasing and travel,
they had no opportunity
to observe a
Board meeting.
With the exception of the Panel chairman, who attended the
meetings of the Executive Committee in March 1983 and March 1984, they had
little
or no opportunity
to discuss issues with Board members.
c> Modes of Operation.

the Panel has observed that it is plainly
the
Nevertheless,
should be as
intention
of the Board that, wherever proper, its deliberations
open as possible.
To this end it is generous with invitations
to outside
In exercising
its oversight
of accountability
observers and ICARDA staff.
the Executive Committee has a private
meeting each year with the auditors
Similarly
the
after presentation
of the auditor's
report to the Board.
Board, or its representatives
consider in closed sessions such issues as the
appointment of senior staff.
Both the Executive Committee and the Board receive statements of
In particular
they approve the major
financial
policy and performance.
decisions
required to formulate
annual program and budget proposals prepared
within the "guidelines"
prescribed
by the CGIAR Secretariat
acting on behalf
of the Group.
There was evidence that the accuracy and completeness of these
had been considerably
improved in the last few years.
The Board exercises
administrative
and scientific
accountability
in
is the thorough examination
by
a variety
of ways. Perhaps the most important
the Program Committee and comparable examinations,
for the Nile Valley
The Board also has at its disposal ICARDA's Annual Report, the
Project etc.
periodic
ICARDA publications
and reports of occasional
missions sent by
donors.
3.

fied

ICARDA'S OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES

ICARDA's mandate and its
in Article
IV of its charter,

principal
objectives
have been well specithe principal
objectives
being as follows:
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"The objectives
of the center are to conduct research and training
to increase and stabilize
food production
in the region and,
specifically:
(a)

to serve as an international
center for research into and the
lentils
and broadbeans (Vicia faba) and
improvement of barley,
such other crops as may be designated by the Board of Trustees
in consultation
with the Consultative
Group;

(b)

to serve as a regional
center,
in cooperation
with other
appropriate
international
agricultural
research centers,
for
research in other crops of major importance to the region,
such as wheat and chickpea;

(c)

to conduct research into and develop,
improved systems of cropping,
farming

(d)

to collaborate
with and foster cooperation
and communication
among other national,
regional
and international-institutions
in the adaptation,
testing
and demonstration
of improved
crops, farming and livestock
systems; and

(e)

to foster and support training
in research
ties carried out in the furtherance
of its

promote and demonstrate
and livestock
husbandry;

and other
objects.

activi-

The 1985 program and budget document shows the principal
objectives
of the center have remained unchanged although the strategies
to achieve them
may vary.
The preparation
of the annual program and budget document provides
the opportunity
to review current strategies
and prepare appropriate
operational
programs.
The Panel found the preparation
process reasonably
participative,
so that in the course of preparation,
the staff acquire a good
knowledge of the strategies
by which the center intends to achieve its
objectives.
The Management Review Panel is of the opinion that ICARDA's mission
and objectives
are stated clearly
and concisely
for its staff and
Strategies
have been developed taking into account the relative
"customers."
strengths
and weaknesses of the center and its environment.
There are also
clear guidelines
to guide the implementation
of research programs and other
activities.
The team also concluded that the center management attempts to
ensure the participation
of the center's
staff,
and staff of the national
programs, to determine priorities
and prepare appropriate
work plans.
With a
few exceptions,
noted later,
these seem adequate.
4.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRIJCTURR

The Director
General told the Panel that he prefers an informal
management style.
Immediately
below him this rests upon a "Management Group"
with which he shares all policy matters.
Although equal in discussion
these
have the responsibility
to deputize for him in the following
succession:
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(a) Deputy Director
General - Research
(b) Deputy Director
General - International
(c) Financial
Controller
and Treasurer

Cooperation

The first
formal committee within
the center is the Policy Advisory
Committee.
Chaired by the Director
General,, this is composed of the
Dfrector
General, the Director
of High
Management Group, the Assistant
Elevation
Research, the Director
of Computer Services and the leaders of the
It meets approximately
monthly.
five research programmes.
The Regional Staff Committee is informal
but most important.
It
comprises 11 members, one elected from within each research program or
The chairman is additfonal
and elected by all regional
staff.
department.
The committee operates by consultation
with the Director
General, who
initiated
the committee and is always available
for discussions.
Currently
it has no terms of reference.
Although some of its members would encourage
more formality
it seems to be achieving
status continuously
tithout
incurring
the constraints
that formality
might bring.
For instance,
the chairman of
the Regional Staff Committee is now a member of a recently
constituted
Regional Staff Affairs
Committee which comprises senior management staff
(Asst. Director
General, Personnel Officer,
Officer-in-Charge
of Public and
Labour Relations)
who advise the Director
General on issues raised by the
Very recently
the chairman of the Regional Staff Committee
regional
staff.
has also been invited
to attend annually 'the May meeting of the Board as an
observer.
ICARDA's internal
organization
has undergone many changes, some
staff
changes.
The latest
resulting
from growth, others from important
structure
is appended as Annex 1. The Panel prefers to report its views on
components of the support services before making suggestions
for changes that
ICARDA should consider.
It is inevitable
that busy scientists
with demanding international
responsibilities
and heavy administrative
duties should find irksome interof spending in
ference with their "time for science."
However, close control
This is
a growing organization
implies some increase in paper work.
increased by the present separation
of offices
in Aleppo and Tel Hadya but
some decrease should be possible by fuller
and more frequent computer
analyses of spending and other routine
tasks.
The Panel noted some tasks that are distributed
in ways that seem
They should not necessarily
be changed on this
less logical
than pragmatic.
ground alone because there is little
evidence that such arrangements cause
problems within
the present management structure,
as personal relationalmost inevitable
ships are good. However, with change in personnel.being
that offer less potential
risk of
attention
should be given to modifications
friction
but without loss of efficiency.
There seems to be a good spirit
within most groups of staff.
We
were often told by staff members that they were proud and pleased to be
some find their duties more challenging
than
working for ICARDA. Naturally
others but all seem involved
in the processes and execution of delegated
management.
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5.

MANAGEMENT
STYLE

The top level of management is hard pressed but flexible
and
their doors are always open for staff
to discuss personal or
accomodative;
This has led to widespread confidence within
the staff.
general problems.
The turn-over
rate of staff
is low and there is very strong local competition
to gain posts on the staff of ICARDA both by casual labourers
and by
These are signs of well-being.
Of course there are
qualified
scientists.
some weaknesses that need to be overcome but we found few if any that the
The cure of some is implicit
in
center's
management were not aware of.
changes in management structure
that we recommend later,
others depend
The Panel appreciates
the many
greatly
upon successful
appointments.
problems that confront
the management in finding
leaders of technical
effectively
in the region.
The Panel is
competence, who are able to function
also conscious that it is easier to pronounce on their ten days experience
than it is to live with some of these complex problems.
The Panel was pleased to find that relatively
junior
staff
in
research programs and outstations
in the region were aware that they could,
through their line management, contribute
to the decision-making
process.
This realization
leads to a strong loyalty
and understanding
of the program.
The process could perhaps be furthered
by providing
opportunities
for staff
(especially
regional)
to be offered instruction
in the enormous complexity
and constraints
involved in the delicate
and, at some stages, urgent processes of fund gathering,
budget formulation
and financial
allocation
that
involve a major commitment of management time and responsibility.
The Director
General told the Panel he thought ICABDA had now
achieved "credibility"
within Syria and the region.
The Panel agrees and
takes as confirmation
the increased success of this year's "Presentation
Days" when there was a 70% acceptance of invitation
to participating
farmers
and farmer groups; about 60 "officials"
including
8 representative
of mass
media and 24 diplomats representing
10 countries.
6.

REGIONAL PROGRAMME

By devoting one of its deputy directors
general to international
cooperation
ICARDA indicates
the importance it attaches to its young but
growing regional
programmes.
These efforts
are being built
in cooperation
with national
institutions.
The capabilities
of collaborators
differ
considerably.
The programs extend from frost-free
parts of Morocco, through
Tunis and the Nile Valley to Lebanon and Syria and hopefully,
in the near
future,
to the cold, high altitudes
of Baluchistan
and Turkey.
The Panel members visited
Tunisia and Egypt, where they met ICARDA
representatives
and national
staff working together enthusiastically.
Inevitably
the funding and responsibilities
are complex.
A typical
pattern
is for a very small number of ICARDA staff
to develop an office
as a
communications and liaison
base (sometimes shared with other international
agricultural
research centers)
from which they develop working relationships
with national
programme counterparts
or colleagues employed by ICARDA on
special project
funds.
(No base is yet established
in Morocco or
Baluchistan.)
Such staff and operations
are supervised by the
DDG-International
Cooperation
but there are staff placements or frequent
visits
by specialist
ICARDA staff
from research programmes responsible
to the
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DDG-Research.
This dual reporting
arrangement for outstationed
staff
(to
DDG-International
Cooperation
on administrative
and to DDG-Research on
research matters) has worked smoothly at ICARDA, in large measure because of
the cooperative
relationship
which exists between the two DDGs. As the
personalities
of the two DDGs contributes
significantly
to the productive
nature of this potentially
confusing reporting
system, ICARDA should examine
closely
how well the existing
system would work in the event one or both of
the present DDGs vacates his post.
The Panel found the effort
and relationships
good in the projects
visited
and are confident
that the costs till
be well rewarded by improvement
of crops, facilities
and support by the (catalytic
presence of ICARDA's staff
and new crop varfeties
and germplasm provided,
In the well established
Nile Valley Project,
the funding from IFAD
is shared between ICARDA, Egypt and Sudan. In Baluchistan,
it is hoped
ICARDA will become the executing agency, on behalf of USAID, of a multifaceted project
designed to strengthen
Pakistan's
high altitude
dry land
research center.
In Morocco and Tunisia cooperation
is largely
with national
programmes alone.
In Syria the situation
is less simple as it must combine the
role of the host country to an international
center, with the needs to
transfer
technology
to the national
programme as to any other national
program in the Region.
ICARDA must experiment outside the confines of Tel
Hadya and, to be effective,
this calls for close collaboration
with the
Ministry
of Agriculture,
the Agriculturalt
Research Center, ACSAD and with
Syrian farmers collectively
or individually.
There is strong evidence of
increasing
Syrian national
interest
and pride in ICARDA but the center
realizes
that it must tread the difficult
path of encouraging this without
compromising its overriding
international!
status and responsibilities.
7.

EUMWRESOUBCESANDPERSONNELMANAGEMENT

After discussing
personnel matt:ers at all levels of staff
Panel is assured that ICARDA has a staff
of generally
high standard
well satisfied
with their conditions
and are supportive
of the work
There
are
however
several
issues
on
which
the
Panel
wishes
center,
comment in greater detail.

the
who are
of the
to

a) REXXUITMENT The Panel SUPE'ORTSthe conviction
of ICARDA's
management that as an international
insti.tution
it must be both a good
resident
in its host country (75% of contract
staff are Syrian9 but must also
In time
recruit
the most suitable
people for its work from whatever source.
this may well involve an increasing
numbe!r of staff
from the countries
in
which ICARDA has interests
or regional
programs.
ICARDA seems to have arrived at fair means for selecting
casual
with the onus resting
much
workers for Tel Hadya from surrounding
vi.llages,
on village
leaders.
It has also been necessary to initiate
a maximum period
(A
of casual employment (6 months, followed by at least 3 months break).
long-standing
problem concerning a number of 'regular-casual'
workers is
referred
to below.)
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Where more intensive
appraisal
is concerned and especially
an
the processes of recruitment
are
international
search is necessary,
The Panel is concerned that ICARDA follows
inevitably
slow and more complex.
all processes:
1)

to ensure a justification
of need for
the numerous support grades;

2)

to minimize
unfortunate.
the breadth

3)

to increase the quantity
and quality
of applicants.
The Panel
COMMENDSthe increase during the last year in the frequence and
Although advertising
scope of public advertisement
of posts.
in newspapers and scientific
journals
is costly and causes more
work it seems to have considerably
improved the fields
of
applicants.

the small
Here it
of formal

posts,

particularly

in

number of appointments
that prove to be
suggests that it may be wise to increase
interview
panels; and

b) PAY RATES Basically
ICARDA's staff grading follows
the
consistent
with the policy of
principles
established
by FAO. It is therefore
other international
agricultural
research centres and for international
staff
it uses the facilities
of the Institute
of International
Education (IIE).
The pay rates of regionally
and locally
recruited
staff are said to
be decided after comparison with payments to employees of local governments,
private
companies and other international
organizations.
The panel understands that these compensation packages are subject
to periodic
change and variable
exchange rates.
However, time did not permit
This might have been unnecessary as the Panel in
a detailed
investigation.
general AGREES with the summarized conclusions
of a recent consultancy
("A
study of suggested consolidations
in ICARDA's staff benefits
*- Mr. Phillip
Thorson, April 1984).
ICARDA management indicated
that they have delayed the announcement
of this year's pay increases to 1 July although the increase will be
effective
as of January 1, 1984. The reason for the delay is that by this
date ICARDA would have a firmer understanding
of the financial
position
for
the year.
Most employees seem to realize
that their pay is good and that
budgets are currently
inelastic
or shrinking.
However several issues were
raised concerning well known differences
between the conditions
of employment
Some employees would like
for international
and regional
staff
(see below).
a more obvious explanation
of the components of their pay increases,
e.g. to
compensate for inflation,
an incremental
step in their grade, or an
additional
increase offered for merit.
These should if possible be linked to
annual staff appraisal
procedures.
The Panel WELCOMESthe inclusion
of the chairman of the Regional
Staff Committee on the Promotion Committee and the Regional Staff Affairs
Committee and believes
this to be a valuable means to improve procedures and
understanding.

C> ‘ltEiGULAR-CASUALSTAFP’ From the early days of ICARDA some
staff,
initially
employed as casual labour, have served continuously.
The
station
has recognized responsibilities
to this group of employees who
achieve substantial
benefits
if recognized as regular employees on contract.
ICARDA has absorbed many of these staff in recent years and hopes soon to
complete the process now that relatively
few (variously
quoted as 65-80)
remain.
Both the center and the staff are to be praised for effort
and
patience toward solving this difficult
problem.
d) STAF'P TRAINING The Panel received many enquiries
about
internal
training.
The categories
were varied, much is being done (see below
1 & 21, one category (3) needs special consideration:
1)

personnel

Training
in-post
is of course a normal part of the duty
of research support workers.
has
However, special training
been given by the computer iservices section in using terminals
etc. and seems to have been very effective.
Similarly
word
processors have been the subject of training.

2)

A training
course for secretaries
was in progress during
our visit.
Two vehicle maintenance staff bad attended a
manufacturer's
course and it was hoped to send two others.

3)

The Panel received several requests for management training
and
RECOMMENDS
that this be given more attention.
That for supervisors or research team leaders might be arranged on site.
(Does the CGIAR know of itinerant
English/Arabic
speaking
experts in this task?)
The more senior managers may need to
.
attend specialist
courses elsewhere and for new staff
it is
often most practical
to make time before they formally
assume
their post.

These facilities
department.

could be organized

and supervised

by an augmented

e) CONSOLIDATION OF PERSONNELPOLICY The Panel understands that
an attempt is being made to draft a unified
personnel policy to integrate
the
It STRONGLY
present different
policies
for international
and regional
staff.
RECOMMENDS
this policy and hopes that it will be pursued.
However, the Panel
must stress the caution and patience that Twill be required in what it
foresees as the long process of the design and the implementation
of a
consolidated
policy.
The Panel would support a progressive
move to define posts and
and competence
basic payments in terms of the task, responsibilities
required.
.However, they do not believe that it will ever be possible,
or
to standardize
the allowances and employment conditions
provided
desirable,
to staff from a variety
of countries,
with different
ages, skills
and length
of service at ICARDA.
As examples of foreseeable
complications
are the need for
comparability
with other employers within
the CGIAR system; compliance with
the laws of the various host countries
of the region; the requirement
implicit
in the employment of many staff
to travel widely or work away from
staff
face special problems of living
facilities,
home. Also, expatriate
children's
education etc.
Nor should it be assumed that staff
leave travel,

,
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necessarily
favour a single policy.
For example, present regional
staff
opted for life
insurance without salary deductions,
but of course with
smaller benefits.

have

The Panel RECOMMENDS
that
a first
step in this process be the
formation
of a single unit responsible
for all personnel issues.
While
recognizing
the achievement,
the hard work and understaffing
of the present
personnel office
it believes that reinforcement
is required.
The Panel
believes
that one component of this should be a multilingual
officer
with
considerable
experience in the personnel issues facing the staff of
multinational
organizations
and, if possible,
one who is familiar
with the
ICARDA region.
8.

PLANNING

ICARDA considers planning to be an ongoing process and a management
tool.
As already mentioned, plans are prepared by the participation
of all
concerned at various levels of activities
and management. The proposals
prepared at project and program levels by the participation
of scientists
are
with technical
support and
translated
into annual budgets by the scientist,
information
provided by the administration.
The planning process used in the
Nile Valley Faba Bean Project offers a particularly
comprehensive example of
such participation
and involvement.
There are, however, problems, one of the principal
ones being
uncertainty
over funding.
Such uncertainty
has considerable
influence
over
the planning horizon of ICARDA's managers and scientists.
In some cases the
planning horizon matches the funding structure.
Does planning come before
funds or vice versa? In ICARDA it is apparent and realistic
that, on
occasion, the funds determine the plans and in some cases influence
program
priorities,
in turn possibly influencing
long-term objectives.
The team believes that regularity
and certainty
of funding is of
the utmost importance to ICARDA, as it must be to other centers.
Unless
regular and assured funding is provided research institutions
cannot function
efficiently
and effectively.
If the CGIAR Secretariat
can formulate ways to
reduce uncertainty
and improve the regularity
of funding its contribution
to
the system will be very significant.
Multiyear
pledging would be the
corresponding
major initiative
from donors.
9.

BUDGETING

.

In ICARDA budgets are used as a management tool to control
expenditures
by "responsibility
centers" which are either programs or
departments.
Programs, also are divided into projects.
The system is fully
computerized under what ICARDA calls MAS (Management Accounting and
Information
Systems).
At the end of each month actual expenditures
are
compared with the budgeted expenditures
and the control
reports are sent to
each program leader or department head. Program leaders and department heads
receive budgetary control reports both for the program or department and also
for the projects
and activities
under their
supervision.
The system is not
a rigid one. It is flexible,
allowing
for a certain degree of over-and under
expenditure.
The program leaders interviewed
considered these monthly
reports to be helpful
in their research management. The Panel did not have
time to investigate
the role that the Program Committee should have in
determining
budget priorities.
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The budget concept ICARDA is implementing
is a form of zero based
budgeting.
Under this concept all expenditures
in programs and activites
have to be justified,
including
their contribution
to the objective.
The
zero base approach also helps build cost s,tandards.
The zero base concept
However,
will
certainly
help ICARDA to improve its budgeting effectiveness.
we must point to the fact that its application
very much depends not only on
good costing systems and detailed
cost information
but on evidence of
effectiveness.
When revfewing
the budget procedures applied fn the
preparation
of the 1985 program of work and budget, the Management Review
Panel concluded that the procedures being followed are effective,
in that the
budget procedures are receiving
increasing: acceptance from staff as the
costing system is improved.
ICARDA has this very much in mind but does not
have the internal
staff
resources to design and introduce
the costing
system.
It has tried but so far without success, to obtain help, for
example, from the American University
of Reirut.
The Panel believes
that it is essential
that ICARDA obtain outside
assistance
to design and introduce
an appropriate
cost accounting
system to
complement MAS. A permanent cost accountant
post is not needed but an
appointment
for a two-year term is fully
justified.
The team STRONGLY
RECOMMENDS
that ICARDA obtain the appropriate
services
through the
advertisement
already placed which shows the center realizes
that the absence
of a cost accounting
process may be expensive to ICARDA because it makes it
difficult
to allocate
meaningful or actual overhead to research projects.
At
present,
only the direct
costs are charged to projects.
The existence
of an
effective
cost accounting
system would considerably
strengthen
the case that
ICARDA could present in its negotiations
with the donors for the full
inclusion
of overhead allowances and charges in funds made available
for
special. cooperative
projects.
Such charges would further
enable the ICARDA
management to ensure that all funds are used most effectively.
The Team would like to commend ICARDA's xmnagement and information
system, particularly
when complemented by a good cost accounting
system, for
consideration
by other centers in the CGIAR system.
It may well have much
wider application
than in ICARDA alone.
10.

FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTINGPRCNXDURESAND KXTERNAI, AUDIT

The Management Review Panel interviewed
a representative
of
ICARDA's external
auditors
in the course of which the auditors
confirmed our
impression
that the accounting
procedures and practices
have in recent years
This is illustrated
by the fact that,
improved to very satisfactory
levels.
the number of issues in the management letters
from the auditors
has so
decreased that the bst one does not point to any significant
issue.
An
excellent
rapport now exists between the financial
management in ICARDA and
the auditors
to optimize accounting
practices.
The auditor
was firmly
convinced that the management of fixed assets was very satisfactory
as was
of payment,
the system of tagging and registers.
The custody, authorization
The recent document prepared in
and recording
functions
are well separated.
ICARUA (March 1984) on the banking and financial
procedures represents
another improvement in documentation,
which also shows that ICARDA is quite
keen to earn interest
on any funds that are not immediately
needed. The
system now developed allows for efficient
use of temporarily
idle funds but
relies
upon good cash disbursement planning.
The system established
to
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replenish
the regional
bank accounts for "outreach"
operations
provides for
such planning.
Monthly programs of cash disbursements are requested in
advance and then replenished.
We believe that the system provides both for
coordination
and flexibility.
In its accounting
practices
ICARDA follows principles
that are
generally
accepted and/or considered appropriate
for its research work and
environment.
Summaries of the significant
accounting
principles
are
provided in the annual audit reports.
These principles
are considered
The .Panel
appropriate
for ICARDA and may be appropriate
for other centers.
STRONGLYSUPPORTSthe idea of establishing
uniform accounting
principles
to
be applied by all the research institutions
in the CGIAR system.
This should
be done for external
reporting
purposes and to enable better comparison with
the financial
statements of other centers.
11.

ICARDA'S FUNDING

unrestricted

The table below summarizes ICARDA's sources of funds brokendown
core, restricted
core and special projects.

%

Actual
1983
OOO$

%

7,340
4,189

44.7
25.5

9,995
4,897

48.3
23.7

73.2

11,529

70.1

14,892

72.0

2,581

17.9

600
2,713

3.7
16.5

2,300
1,658
255

11.1
8.0
1.2

2,581

17.9

3,313

4,213

20.4

13,084

91.1

14,842

19,105

92.3

1,279

8.9

1,596

1,586

7.7

%

Actual
1982
OOO$

6,850
3,653

47.2
25.4

10,503

Buildings,
IPAD, OPEC
Other Programs
Transferred
Projects
Total

Unrestricted

Actual
1981
OOO$
Core:

2 Major Donors IBRD, USAID
All other Donors

m

Total
Restricted

Total
Special

by

Core:

Core:
Projects:

Grand
-----------Total

14A!3

It is apparent from
two principal
donors for about
that although funding from its
share of total funding had not

15&g

&$g~

the table that ICARDA is overly dependent on
half its total funding.
It would also seem
other donors was increasing
up to 1983, their
Paradoxically,
the
increased as is desirable.
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success that ICARDA has so far had in increasing
special project
and
restricted
core funding may create difficult
problems in the future.
Other
centers face the same difficulty
whereby accepting
"first
priority"
allocations
may limit
the flexibility
that management has for making
economies in times of financial
stringency.
The problem would be much
aggravated and the use of unrestricted
core funds could become seriously
misappropriated
if the special project
and restricted
core funds are not
accompanied by adequate provisions
for overhead.
All concerned are aware of
the weaknesses and implications
of this funding pattern
but there does not
appear to be a clearly
defined strategy
for taekling
the problem.
12.

INTERNAL AUDITOR

In an institution
which has reached the size of ICARDA there is a
need for an internal
auditor
reporting
directly
to the Director
General.
This officer
should be responsible
for ensuring that the financial,
accounting
and administrative
procedures established
in the institution
are
being properly
conducted.
This does not mean simply adhering
to the forms
and other technical
aspects of the procedures but also ensuring that
Therefore
the internal
resources are mobilized
towards achieving
objectives.
auditor
should be able to advise senior management on possible
improvements
to procedures.

.

ICARDA has substantially
improved its financial
recording,
reporting and budgetary
systems.
Consequently,
internal
financial
auditing
is not
now needed as badly as a few years ago.
ICARDA is planning
to establish
a
cost accounting
system to introduce
cost-benefit
considerations
into
managerial
decisions.
When the system is established
an internal
auditor
will be able to make a greater
contribution
to the management of ICARDA. At
present,
we therefore
believe
that the appointment
of an internal
auditor
is
of less priority
than establishing
a cost accounting
system.
The external
auditors
of ICARDA also share this point of view.
However, once the cost
accounting
system is in place an internal
auditor
would certainly
be
warranted.
13.

PUBCEASING AND SUPPLIES DEPARTMENT

The purchasing and supplies
department is responsible
for the
purchase of goods and services,
maintenance of stocks and materials
and
inventory
control.
Recently the travel and visa section has been added to
the department.
The program leaders and department heads we talked to have all
indicated
that
there
has been a marked imp,rovement in the activities
of the
department.
The improvements are also specified
in the most recent
The imlproved performance is mainly due to
management letter
of the auditors.
better
planning of the department.
Integrating
numerous, previously
widely
dispersed
stores 1 (sometimes under the cusitody of the user departments)
L/

The

center

subsequently

reported

recruited
to "manage the five
store, and also that inventory
need to stockpile
construction
inventories
of vehicle
spares

that

an additional

stores

officer

was

important
stores"
integrated
into the main
values had been increased because of the
materials
and the inclusion
within
and field
and laboratory
chemicals.
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into five stores has also contributed
to the improvement of internal
control
mechanisms.
receiving
and store keeping functions
are now
Purchasing,
clearly
separated, with the necessary checks and balances.
Standardization
of vehicles
and the writing-off
of non-moving items as scrap have also
contributed
to improved operating
efficiency.
Although approximately
20-25%
more purchase requests and deliveries
were handled in 1983 than in 1982, the
purchasing department's
cost increased by only 7.6%.
Further improvements in purchasing practices
and a reduction
of
purchasing costs will
require even better planning on the part of user
departments,
the computerization
of supplier
registers,
the preparation
of
and more cost consciousness
in
purchased item registers
and stock registers,
general.
Purchasing itself
is expensive.
In the case of purchases costing
less than $500 getting
quota.tions by telephone from or visiting
at least 3
suppliers
is required.
For some items visiting
three suppliers
may cost more
than the item itself
or at least the saving achieved with the cheapest price.
The cost of the purchasing and supplies department as a percent of
total
supplies and services,
was 10.3% in 1982, 9.8% in 1983 but is budgeted
at 12.4% in 1984.
Except for construction
material
imports,
the number of purchase
requests and the number of purchases processed did not show irregular
fluctuations
in 1983. This observation
does not support the expectation
that
there might have been excessive ordering at the end of the year in order to
use up funds.
The department keeps five stores and scrap yards.
The five stores
are for supplies,
laboratory
chemicals and glassware,
field
chemicals,
spare
parts and tools, and petrol,
oil and lubricants.
The stores are well
arranged and stock numbers and stock cards are properly kept.
Recently
$15,000 worth of non-moving items have been scrapped.
We think that slowmoving items may still
be a matter of concern, because stock inventories
increased from a year-end figure of $410,000 in 1981, to $531,000 in 1982 and
to $663,000 in 1983. We also believe that the computerization
of stocks will
improve inventory
management and should show the cause of such increases.
The Management Review Panel believes
that the travel and visa
section should not be under the supervision
of the purchasing and supplies
department.
This section better fits within
personnel or visitor
services.
16.

CONSTRUCTION PBOGRAMME

ICARDA inherited
little
in the way of land, buildings
or facilities
from the Arid Lands Agricultural
Development (ALAD) Program that it
succeeded.
The development of the center was delayed by events that caused
ICARDA to relinquish
or decrease major investment in Tabriz (Iran) and in
Lebanon and to concentrate
its headquarters
near Aleppo (Syria).
All major decisions
in planning buildings
and farm facilities
have
been taken by the Board of Trustees,
on the advice of its Building Committee
and with the help of the architects
and the development and construction
Inevitably
the final
outcome must depend considerably
on the skill
manager.
and success of ICARDA's negotiations
with potential
donors.

-
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Examination of field
sites and general design studies began early
and resulted,
in 1978, in the appointment of a construction
manager and
signing of a contract
for the design of the central
complex of permanent
buildings
at Tel Hadya outside Aleppo.
Difficulties
in financing
this made
necessary the construction
at Tel Hadya of service buildings
that could
temporarily
accommodate laboratories
and service facilities
to allow the
center and its farm to become operational.
Despite many limitations
this
arrangement has served ICARDA well and has been economicala
Rising costs and scarce funds delayed further
action on the plans
for permanent building
until
IFAD and OPElCagreed to sponsor construction
of
one laboratory
block and a buflding
designed for training
and communications.
Offers to tender for construction
included one from a Syrian
contractor
at a price so favourable
to ICARDA that more accommodation could
be included in the donation provided.
The building
projects
in progress were
further
increased by increasing
the grant to accommodate more laboratory,
catering
and administrative
accommodation, and, with generous assistance
from
the Government of Italy,
to provide a building
for the genetic resources
unit.
The Panel did not investigate
the new buildings
in any detail
but
understands the work to be acceptable
in standard and up to schedule.
The
time to completion
for the buildings
begun in October 1982, has been extended
Although this extended a
,to match that of the work commissioned later.
tantalizing
wait for the first
new accommlodation (which it would have been
difficult
to use while construction
continued nearby) it offered better
purchase terms for larger simultaneous
bu.lk orders,
The present buildings
are formally
due for completion late in 1986
but it seems that this might be advanced Iby about a year by modest additional
payments that could easily be recouped in rents saved and other savings of
amalgamating buildings
in Aleppo and at Tel Hadya.
If the completion of the buildings
can be brought forward then the
costs of equipping and operating
them will have to be budgeted in detail
very
soon.
So far there seems to have been li,ttle
consideration
of the changes
this may require in station
management. The Panel CONSIDERS that ICARDA
should include these implications
in deciding how to respond to organizational
changes mentioned elsewhere in this report.
Further plans to complete the basic
Hadya include the following
construction.
(a)

Short-term

housing

and recreatiorral

design

of facilities

at Tel

activities

Now that the training
programme at ICARDA is expanding, and is
recognized as an important
component of the center's
work, the
Panel CONSIDERS that ICARDA is ijustified
in seeking to replace the
present unsuitable
accommodation for trainees,
thus providing
them
with easier access to communal, recreational,
research and library
A draft proposal was shown to the Panel but will need
facilities.
much amplification
and some design study before submission to
potential
donors.
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(b)

The greenhouse

complex

As the center and Board realize,
the design of glasshouses is
particularly
difficult
in countries
where seasonal climate varies
widely and where insolation
can be intense.
As a result
there have
been many schemes designed that have failed
to achieve the hopes of
their users.
Often such failures
have resulted
from inadequate
design specification
or from the acceptance of standard houses
designed for cheapness in quite different
climates.
The Panel
therefore
RECOMMENDS
the following
procedures:
(i)

Careful definition
by each group of scientists
of the purpose
for which they need protected
environments,
the type and
specification
of the protection
and the degree of
environmental
control.
Each of these comments must be related
to the span of season for which it is required.
For example, is the protection
to maintain breeding
material;
to undertake breeding out of season; to
exclude virus vectors (which?);
to protect
from frost or to
preserve insect or fungal cultures
etc.?
Does the purpose,
require reproducible
environments at all seasons?

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Examinati on of the seasonal climate changes of Tel Hadya
and of the exceptional
weather likely
to affect
the
performances of greenhouses or other structures.
The consideration
of (i) and (ii)
by a physicist
with
experience of metereology and protective
structures.
necessary a biologist
should be provided to interpret
special requirements
of the ICARDA scientists.

If
the

Liaison between the physical
consultants
and biologist,
the
architects
and eventually
glasshouse engineers,
to decide what
types of structure
are most appropriate,
effective
and
economical,
what they will provide and at what cost?
The types could range from very costly,
completely
controlled
environments with natural
or artificial
lighting,
through
double or single glazed houses to screen houses or even to
ventilated
plastic
tunnels.
The group should also examine the
site proposed, which is on a north-facing
slope; and the
benefit
(or disadvantage
according to season) of decreasing
wind flow over greenhouses on the site.

The answers to such questions should provide the best estimate of
success for each purpose and indicate
the cost involved.
It seems
probable that this could become a multiple
of the $1.5M mentioned
as an estimate,
if any degree of sophistication
is required.
Very
careful
planning is clearly
essential.
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(c)

The provision
families

of housing

for

penmnent

or visiting

staff

There are unquestionable
needs and benefits
from housing some staff
at Tel Hadya.
For example, training
and farm operations
supervithose involved on research
sors, safety and services key staff,
demanding. attendance frequently
or at unsocial
hours (e.g.,
for
livestock,
some biologists).
However, our random sample
questioning
indicated
that those families
wishing to live at Tel
Hadya would at present be a rather su~ll proportion.
Among the
disincentives
quoted are the desire to retain
the school in Aleppo
and to remain near to it, the wish not to increase the isolation
of
wives of staff and the diminution
of social life
the move might
imply.
Thus, while recognizing
a powerful need for some staff
housing at
Tel Hadya for the protection
and effective
working of the facilities and research;
the Panel RECOMMENDS
strong phasing, with a
start
of perhaps only 5-10 houses, any extra to be added only in
response to proven need.
15.

NANAGEMENTOF TEE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME

Currently
the development and construction
manager reports to the
financial
controller.
Although unusual, this seems to be'both effective
and
to ensure financial
control,
it will also be an easy arrangement to dissolve
when, in the foreseable
future,
major construction
ceases at ICAEUIA. Some
key staff might then be absorbed into the maintenance functions
of ICARDA.
Likewise
the purchase of construction
materials,
often imported,
seems
effectively
managed between'the
staff
of the development and construction
manager and the purchasing and supplies manager.
This currently
involves
most of the time of one buyer but there seems to be no cause to suggest any
change of these arrangements.
Some plans have been made for the development of the temporary
building
area after
the transfer
of laboratory
staff.
The Panel SUGGESTS
that allocations
and priorities
be reconsidered
to accommodate its proposals
for workshops etc.
16.

COMPUTINGAND STATISTICS

procedures of
During recent years the computin,, (3 and financial
ICARDA have been transformed.
The Panel recognizes
this to have been a joint
effort
but in this section must praise the director
of the computer center
and his staff.
In 1981 a PDP-11/34A was installed
in Aleppo, mainly for administrative
applications.
Later,
in 1982, a VAX-11/780 (Digital)
was installed
in Tel Kadya at the Harry S. Darling Computer Center.
In its short history
ICARDA computing services
has developed a considerable
amount of software for
managerial and scientific
applications
and has put this software to good use.
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Information

The administrative
uses center around a Management Accounting
System (MAS) which has the following
components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

and

General Ledger.
Voucher Entry System.
Personal Account Sub-System.
Budget Preparation
Sub-System.
Manpower Deployment Sub-System.
Payroll
System.
Report Generatfon Facility.

The research
athe main two being:

users are provided

with

a number of software

packages,

1.

CRISP-Main Statistical
ICRISAT.

2.

ICADET-ICARDA's Data Management System, which contains the
following
six files:
CERINT: Cereal International
Nurseries Data Processor.
ICAREP: ICARDA Abstract
Information
Data Processor.
CHABIB: Chickpea Computerized Annotated Bibliography
System.
ICAGEM: ICARDA Genetic Resources Integrated
Data Processor.
METEOR: ICARDA Meterological
Data Processor.
MAILER: Generalized Mailing List System for ICARDA.

Analyzing

package received

from

in
With the help of these packages, and a computer coordinator
each program, ICARDA has been able to analyze all the backlog of data
This
accumulated by researchers
and noted by the External Program Review.
represents
a widespread and important acceptance and reliance
on the use of
computers by ICARDA scientists.
Another use of computers has been for secretarial
was told that it is ICARDA's policy not to buy typewriters
processing is expected to increase secretarial
efficiency
$307,000

The Panel
work.
Word
anymore.
by 30%.

The annual costs of computer services was $204,000
in 1983, and is expected to be $361,000 in 1984.
Presently

computer work is developed

around

four

in 1982,
project

areas:

1.

General Systems Development:
centered around the development
and expansion of the user base of ICADET, ICARDA's data
management and analysis
system, through analysis,
design and
coding of new modules, and the training
of users on existing
and new facilities.

2.

Statistical
Application
and Experiment Aids:
centered around
CRISP Vs.0 Crop Research Integrated
Statistical
Package,
Version 2.0.
CRISP currently
supports 137 analysis
and utility
options.
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continue

3.

Administrative
Applications:
centered around ICARDA's
Management, Accounting and Information
System (MAS) which
currently
contains 103 data entry, processing,
summarization
and reporting
optfons.

4.

Systems Management and Operation:
which includes systems
administration,
maintenance,
development, and training,
as well
as the Text Management Unit.

It is our understanding
in the years to come.

that

systems and software

development

will

The Panel strongly
believes
that software development is an
important
decision area where cost-benefit
principles
should apply.
Specific
programs may be easier to use by scientists
than general purpose programs.
But, the specific
purpose programs are costly and very time-consuming
in
their development.
Scientists,
with a little
initiation,
can easily use
standard statistical
research packages that are being used in many prominent
research centers.
We think that ICARDA should assign priority
to providing
computer initiation
and seminars in standard software use rather than always
design problem specific
software.
In addition,
by developing its own
problem-specific
software ICARDA must beware that it does not place itself
in
isolation
from other research institutions
with which it needs to cooperate.
There are still
some administrative
tasks
application
would improve performance by :Lncreasing
cost savings.
These areas can be listed
as follows:
A.

Purchasing

where further
computer
efficiency
and producing

Department;

1.

preparation
of a register
of suppliers
by type of product or service;

2,

purchased-item
registera
by supplier,
price,
latest
purchase date and special comments to improve purchasing
practices;

3.

tracing

purchases

to reduce delays

that

can be accessed

and to improve

planning.

B.

stock information
on inventories
of
Stores:
supplies accessible
by user's department to
inventory
management and material
and supply
should also be linked to the cost accounting

materials
and
improve the
use.
The system
system.

C.

Fixed Asset Registers:
showing the places and type of fixed
to improve the use of fixed
assets,
instruments,
tools,
etc..
assets.

D.

Vehicle Register:
for operating and maintenance costs of
vehicles,
for cost control and replacement decision.
The
system should also be linked to the cost accounting
system.

E.

General Services Registers:
to trace the general services
The system should also be linked to the
provided to housing.
cost accounting
system.
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This list
is not a complete one and is prepared
We should mention that these applications
are
deration.
computers, from micros to mainframes, and that it should
find and, where necessary, modify standard software.
It
management is aware of these possibilities
and that work
on their development.
17.

only for consicommon to many
'
not be difficult
to
should be noted that
has already started

COMMUNICATIONS AND TRAINING

Both communications and training
are essential
components of the
technology
transfer
mechanisms on any international
agricultural
research
Both share many aims and needs.
Experience suggests that if they
center.
are amalgamated o&e component often becomes superimposed on the other.
At
ICARDA the functipns
are separated but there is a recognition
of
interdependence
and a willingness
to collaborate
that will be greatly
fostered by the move to the new training
and communications building
at Tel
received criticism
(not directed
Hadya. As parts of both functions
personally)
from the External Program Review, it is appropriate
to comment on
improvements that have already been made since the External Program Review.
Communications
communications and documentation
include a wide
variety
of functions,
i.e.,
bibliographic,
journalistic,
editorial,
Currently
translation,
graphics and artwork,
photographic
and printing
etc.
all are greatly
hampered by being dispersed between several inferior
and very
The photographic
studio and equipment store is
crowded buildings.
particularly
inadequate.
Plainly
only minor change and improvement is
possible
or justified
before the eagerly awaited move into the new building.
There has obviously
been much improvement both in the content and
the conditions
of the library.
The preparation
of "Current Awareness" by the
library
staff offers a valuable
(10 times yearly)
service to ICARDA and
national
scientists.
It is well laid out for the convenience of research
The December 1983 issue was the first
produced by word
scientists.
processor8
The publications
Rachis, Fabis and Lens are all valuable means of
communication between scientists
working on barley,
faba beans and lentils
respectively.
Faba Bean Abstracts
represents
an interesting
joint
publication
with the Commonwealth Agricultural
Bureaux and is designed for a
highly specialized
readership.
Products of the translation
services of ICARDA have become
increasingly
evident in Arabic titles
during the last two years together with
a progressive
rise in the quality
of the presentation
and printing
of all
It
is
recognized
that
the
regional
programmes
of
ICARDA
will
publications.
call for French as well as the predominant Arabic publications.
Although
still
needing reinforcement,
the present capability
suggests, and the Panel
RECOMMENDS
that the CGIAR concentrate
its Arabic translation
facilities
and
publication
services with ICARDA.
Training
The External Program Review found the execution of, and
the commitment to, training
of ICARDA programmes to be varied.
The Management Review Panel could do little
to evaluate what improvements have followed
the transfer
of training
officers
to the research programmes.
However, there
is clear evidence of the benefit
of appointing
a training
coordinator
with a
staff adequate to administer
all aspects of training.
The appointment will
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enable training
or staff exchanges to occur at widely diverse levels,
from
senior management to junior
technicians
and from a few days to well established six-month courses.
Language is of course a continual
problem but is
being increasingly
overcome by cooperation
from research staff
or by recruiting trilingual
training
officers.
As with communications and documentation,
the training
effort
greatly
needs the facilities
of the new accommodation.
In the meantime there
is a need for decisions
on work responsibilities
to ensure correct
slide
projection
and voice amplification
(indoors and outdoors) and, if skills
and
funds permit,
simultaneous
translation
facilities.
ICARDA management responded to the External Program Review team by
indicating
their intention
to appoint a coordinator
of training
to be responsible to the Deputy Director
General of Research.
His placement under the
Deputy Director
General of International
Cooperation
is not illogical,
but
could, with different
personalities,
create problems for line rmnagement
between training
officers
responsible
to the DDG-Research and a training
coordinator
reponsible
to the DDG-International
Cooperation.
This anomaly
should be considered in any reassignment
of duties.
18.

FARM OPERATIONS

There was firm approval of this sector by many scientists
in the
research programs.
The relief
in the duties of the farm manager, expected by
the EPR team to occur in 1983, have not yet happened.
However, there is hope
that the security
and medical duties will be transferred
in June, and that
the much needed appointments
of the agricultural
engi*neer and assistant
farm
manager can soon and satisfactorily
be filled.
The farm manager praised the commitment and motivation
of his
staff.
Particularly
long hours are worked by some irrigation
workers.
However, there were some difficulties
caused through too close adherence
"job descriptions."
These practices
prevented some savings on the farm.
Panel SUGGESTSthat, as and where relevant,
ICARDA seek to negotiate
"flexibility
agreements" with the workers concerned.

to
The

The farm manager (who should perhaps be a permanent member of the
Policy Advisory Committee with other programme leaders)
operates through a
Land Use Committee and a Farm Management Committee.
He arranges forseeable
work each Thursday on the basis of requests from scientists.
The Panel
SUGGESTSthat annual planning and the spread of information
between
programmes would be improved by all experimenters
submitting
detailed
written
statistical
and agronomic comment through a Field
proposals for scientific,
Experiments Committee.
Such documents would assist
systematic
consideration
of new proposals,
which currently
seems haphazard.
The Panel strongly
commends the intention
of the farm manager to
obtain special project
funds to assist
the establishment
of training
courses
in research station
farm management and the use of small and specialized
plot
machinery.
languages
capability

Some farm staff have shown interest
in learning additional
limited
capabilities
in which currently
restrict
(Arabic/English),
The problem is a general
to learn or instruct
in new techniques.
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one of great importance to all ICARDA staff.
The Panel RECOMMENDS
that the
such as language instruction
during
center consider modest incentives,
Are self-teaching
working hours or an inducement to attend evening classes.
If so, they might assist any senior staff embarrassed by
tapes available?
being taught among their juniors.
19,

VEJJICLE POLICY

Policies
with regard to the use of vehicles
have been, we
understand,
a matter of concern and some controversy
at ICARDA. The panel
did not however have the time to go into these issues in any detail,
particularly
the need for vehicles
and their usage by various grades of
.
staff.
There are about 250 vehicles
at ICARDA. They represent a
The
substantial
item of cost and they appear to be deployed generously.
entitlements
for.transport
are set out in the policy manuals for the
international
and regional
staff.
Not unusually
implementing
these causes
tensions particularly
among grades that overlap the present procedures.
Discussion
of policy concerning vehicles
(standardization,
repair and disposal)
is the province of the Vehicle
purchase, allocation,
Committee (Financial
Controller,
chairman, heads of Physical Plant and
and a representative
of the research programmes).
Purchasing and Supplies,
Adverse comments on the speed, quality
and effectiveness
of
vehicle repair are ubiquitous
in such institutions,
whether it is provided as
a paid or institutional
service.
Thus the Panel was not surprised
to hear
However, their brief visit
to the workshop, and reading the
complaints.
.recent report of the consultant
(M.E. Hoe11 - 30.6.831,
lent weight to the
need for changes, of which the management is well aware.
The Panel recognizes
the similarities
and the differences
that
exist in maintaining
both the farm machinery and transport
fleets.
While
both are being reorganized
the Panel would like ICARDA to consider carefully
what basic machinery facilities
can be shared, or co-located,
so that both
may have improved capability
without major sacrifice
or loss of control.
The Panel recognizes
that, with the help of the purchasing and
supplies
section,
considerable
improvement has been made, since June 1983,
concerning the purchase and supply of spare parts.
The Panel RECOMMENDS
the separation
of vehicle maintenance into a
discrete
unit closely
led and supervised by a competent vehicle engineer.
They also support the general tightening
of procedures and staff numbers
recommended by Mr. Hoell.
They 'RECOMMEND
that vehicle maintenance should be
one of the first
issues to be considered by the cost accountant,
shortly
to
be employed.
At present there is no factual
data on which to base management
decisions
regarding vehicle maintenance.
For instance,
whether a vehicle
should or should not be scrapped.
It is the expectation
of the Panel
will
still
need to provide (and considerably
However, it thinks that major accident repair
that more can be expected of trained staff
in

(and of Mr. Hoell) that ICARDA
improve) routine maintenance.
may prove to be uneconomic and
the quantity
and quality
of
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their work.
If such improvements are not attained
important
"disadvantage"
factor
in the clost-benefit
centralized
vehicle repair.
20.

then it would be an
analysis
of providing

EQUIPMENT REPAIR

has lie within
the physical
Currently
what facilities
the station
plant section.
They are there allied
with transport,
domestic maintenance,
vehicle
repair,
etc.
The equipment and facilities
are quite inadequate for
the needs of laboratories,
even the relatively
unsophisticated
types
prevalent
at ICABDA. Indeed, the electrician
in charge of the repair of
washing machines, refrigerators,
etc.
in Aleppo seems to have a better
work place than is available
to the present laboratories
at Tel Hadya.
There is need for the center's
Buildings
needs within at least the following
categories:

Committee

to review

Electrical
Supply - including
"standby" generation.
Electrical
equipment, fans, compressors,
ovens, etc.
Electra-mechanical
instruments
(typewriters,
photocopiers,
balances,
tape recorders,
etc.).
Electronic
equipment.
Word processors etc.
(if distinct
from
Computer Services).
Optical
(maintenance of microscopes,
projectors,
cameras).
Instrument
making.
Construction
of heavier equipment.
etc.

There will also be a requirement
workshops at Tel Hadya.

for

some carpentry,

painting,

The opportunity
must be taken to allocate
space in the temporary
laboratory
accommodation to be vacated in 1985-86 to some of these purposes.
If staffing
them adequately
remains impossible,
then a "do-it-yourself"
workshop for graded and competent scientists
would at least help to decrease
frustration.
There is no doubt that cost accounting
of these functions
would be
informative
but it would also need to attempt to assess the value of quick
service preventing
disturbance
to the research programmes.
21.

RESIDENTIAL DNITS AND GUESTEOUSES

With the establishment
demands on housing will
increase
namely, building
maintenance and
Hadya and catering and cleaning,
a)

of training
iacilities
at Tel Hadya the
and become more divisible
into two parts,
equipment of properties
in Aleppo and Tel
perhaps predominantly
at Tel Hadya.

Properties
in Aleppo:
The staff
houses (over 40), three
guesthouses and the school require maintenance that justifies
New accommodation has
the retention
of some staff
in Aleppo.
recently
been rented to house! this staff,
stores and necessary
The latter
to include the carpentry
workshop from
workshops.
Building
No. 1. This should be retained in Aleppo so long as
the majority
of residences are there.
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The Panel suspects that some householders call for IIlaintenance
staff visits
for trivial
tasks and suggest that ICARDA
management consider how to limit
abuse of a costly service
which delays attention
to important
duties.

b)

22.

and Cleaning:
These domestic services are likely
to
when short term residential
and catering
facilities
increase,
are added at Tel Hadya and there may be temporary additions
to
the present three guesthouses in Aleppo.
On the other hand,
better hotel facilities
are being developed in Aleppo, which
may in time alleviate
the pressure on ICARDA's guesthouses.
The Panel suggests that the supervision
of all catering and
cleaning units should be brought under-one management.

Catering

SCHOOL

The school is now teaching at full
capacity
(70 children,
43% those
of ICARDA staff
parents).
For such a number it is highly staffed
(6 full
time teachers and 5 occasional
and 3 attendants).
Currently
the effort
of
the staff
is praised by parents and the results
seem good. The premises are
undoubtedly cramped but there is no wish to move them from Aleppo.
Management of the school is by the head teacher with a School
Guidance Committee nominated by (and reporting
directly
to) the Director
General.
The Panel understands that the Director
General is considering
inviting
some representation
of the fee-paying,
non-ICARDA parents on the
Although not a subject of
committee and hope this will be possible.
complaint,
the head teacher would be able to save time, effort
and travel
if
he had a more direct
day-to-day
reporting
and assistance
route within
the
administration.
Furthermore for a responsible
officer
accountable
for his
spending, the current limit
of S.L.100 on direct
purchases should be
multiplied
to an amount justified
by the needs to be met and the costs
incurred by present procedures.'
23.

PROPOSALS FOR MODIFIED STAFF ORGANIZATION

The Panel identified
two areas that caused them particular
concern,
the first
concerned the role of a director
of administration
or similar
post,
the second concerned the composition
and operation
of the physical
plant
department.
They found it difficult
to understand the logic underlying
the
distribution
of some responsibilities
following
the resignation
of the
director
of administration.
Some staff
functions
had plainly
been placed
where they could be assured of efficient
management. Others seem to have
been shared among senior staff on the basis of a roughly equal sharing of
additional
duties.
The Panel is also of the opinion that proposals it wishes to make
could only be managed effectively
if some post equivalent
to that of director
This the Panel RECOMMENDS.
of administration
be recreated.
L/

The center subsequently advised
has not provided details.

that

this

problem has been overcome but
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The present groupings are shown in Annex 1A and 1B. The more
detailed
groupings that we have considered can be represented
in chart form
on the next page or in note form below.
The occupation of Tel Hadya as the sole administrative
and research
site in the relatively
near future would, in the view of the Panel, further
complicate
the problems of management of the physical
plant responsibilities.
These have proved too large and too varied for effective
management
In 1983 the physIca
plant responsibility
cost
of the component functions.
$1.951M, almost S0.4M more than the next largest
single unit in "operations
costs ." Of this $1.117M was occupied by salaries
and the wages of casual
workers.
It comprised the largest
unit o.f contract
staff
(81) and in 1983
spent more than any other unit on casual labour ($0.301M), more than even
station
operations
($O.ZlZM).
As it constitutes
such important
and demanding
functions
it must be a major object for c'ost accounting
investigation
and the
need to investigate
possible economies.
The Panel RECOMMENDS
the dissolution
of "physical
plant" as a
single charge.
The Panel believes
that most of its components can be more
effectively
managed if so sub-divided
as to be more directly
led.
We comment
below on the redistribution
we would propose but realize
this is merely one
possibility
of solving a problem of which the center is well aware concerning
the senior management of support functions.
Board and Director

General

- No change.

Assistant
Director
personnelc

General

(liaison

and government)

- see note on

Director
of Computer and Statistical
Services - The addition
of "and
Statistical"
to emphasize a need and a new appointment now made*
Deputy Director
General - Research - No change to the arrangement of the
research Programmes so recently
revised in the light
of the QQR. The
training
coordinator
is to be responsible
for this line of management with
training
officers
in Research Programmes.
Deputy Director
General - International
to also include
reason to the contrary,
Otherwise duties unchanged.

Cooperation - Unless there is good
the supervisor
Damascus Office.

and Budget
Financial
Controller
and Treasurer - Instead of "Finance Officers
Officer,*'
"Finance and Accounting"
was thought a slightly
better title.
To
the Panel "Travel and Visa" seemed marginally
more suited to "Personnel"
or
to include customs clearance.
"Purchasing
and Supplies"
"Visitor
Services."
Director
of Administration
- The title
is explanatory
but may not be
preferred
to alternatives
(perhaps Staff and Services Controller).
This
should perhaps be the day to day contact for the head teacher of the
International
School.

post
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Personnel - Elsewhere the Panel discusses their reasons for wishing to unify
Sh'ould perhaps assume responsibility
staff management as much as possible.
for the clinic
when relinquished
by the farm manager.
Visitors
Services
travel and visa.

- To include

reception,

program arrangement

Vehicle Engineer - Not to have responsibi:Lity
for agricultural
unless an efficie'nt
and economical sharing of basic equipment
Equipment Repair
laboratories
and
Grounds) or minor
Aleppo but under

and possibly
machinery
is seen.

needed for
- To include the varied workshops facilities
Tel Hadya but not carpentry workshop (see Properties
and
maintenance and repair of domestic appliances
(to remain in
Properties
and Grounds).

Station Manager (or Services
following:

Manager) - Tel Hadya - To have management of the

Catering and Cleaning
Guards
Drivers
Properties
and Grounds
The Director
General will presumlably wish to retain the present
direct
route of reporting
to Rim of the committee chairman for Building,
Also if and when an internal
auditor
is appointed this
School and Staff;
must be his route of report.
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Staff

of ICARDA - February

ICARDA-

1, 1984

Head Office/Administration

I.

Director
General Office
(9)
D.G./D.D.G.
(Research)/D.D.G.
(Int.
Cooperation)
National
Research Coordination/5
Secretaries

II.

Government Liaison
A.D.G./Officer

III.

Finance (16)
Financial
Controller
& Treasurer/2
Finance Officers/
1 Budget Officer/l
Pre-Audit
and Control/l
Senior Accountant/
3 Accountants/4
Assistant
Accountants/l
Cashier/2
Secretaries

IV.

Computer Services (9)
Director/3
Analysts/l
Assistant/l
Trainee

and Public Relations
(6)
in Charge - P.R./Liaison
Man/2 Secretaries

Maintenance Engineer/l
Computing
Programmer/l
Computer Assistant/l
Secretary

v.

Cereal'Improvement
Program (50)
Program Leader/8*
Scientists
(Senior)/1
Training
Officer/
l**Associate
Expert/l3
Research Associates/3
Senior Research
Technicians/l7
Research Technicians/3
Secretaries/l
Labour Foreman/
1 Driver/l
Farm Labourer

VI.

Food Legume Improvement Program (58)
Program Leader/6 ***Senior
Scientists/l
Training
Officer/
3 Post-Doctoral
Fellows/l
Associate Expert/l8
Research Associates/
17 Research Technicians/S
Secretaries/2
Drivers/l
Store Attendant/
3 Farm Labourers

VII.

Pasture, Forage and Livestock
Improvement Program (29)
Program Leader/l
Senior Scientist/l
Assistant
Scientist/
1 Training
Officer/4
Research Associates/l0
Research Assistants/
1 Senior Research Technician/4
Research Technicians/2
Secretaries/
3 Drivers

*

**
***

1 from CIMMYT.
Dutch Government.
2 from ICRISAT.
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VIII.

Farming Systems Program (63)
Program Leader/7 Senior Scientists/2
Post-Doctoral
Fellows/
1 Research Associate/l
Visiting
Scientist/3
Associated
Experts/
'3 Research Associates/l9
Research Assistants/l
Senior Research
Technician/l5
Research Technicians/4
Secretaries/2
Assistant
Research Technicians/l
Driver/Farm
Labourers

IX.

Communications & Documentation
Program (26)
Program Leader/l
Senior Scientist/l
Editor/l
Writer/
9 Research Assistants/2
Associates/l
Translator/4
Secretaries/
3 Tradesmen/2 Operators/l
Clerk

x.

Training
Department (6)
Head of Training/Assistant
1 Secretary/l
Attendant/l

Training
Driver

Officer/l

XI.

High Altitude
Research Program
Deputy Director/l
Secretary

XII.

Genetic Resources Unit (8)
Program Leader/l
Scientist/l
Documentation
1 Research Associate/l
Research Assistant/l
Technician/2
Secretaries

Research

Assistant/

(2)

Specialist/
Senior Research

XIII.

Farm Operations
Program/Tel
Hadya (60)
Farm Manager/l Administrative
Officer/4
Research Assistants/
1 Nurse/l
Security
Officer/l
Associate/l
Senior Research
Technician/l
Workshop Supervisor/4
Tradesmen/l
Secretary/
2 Research Technicians/l2
Technicians/2
Senior Guards/
8 Tractor
Operators/10
Guards/;! Machinery Operators/
6 Attendants/l
Foreman/l Clerk

XIV.

Terbol Research Station
(23)
1 Engineer/2
Senior Research Technicians/3
Research Technicians/
3 Technicans/5
Operators/l
Working Foreman/l Storeman/l
Tradesman/
1 Driver/l
Secretary/4
General Workers

xv.

Amman- Jordan (1)
Secretary - Part-Time

.
XVI.

XVII.

Tunis - Tunisia
(5)
1 ICARDA Representative/2
1 Research Technician

Senior

Scientists/l

Cairo - Egypt (Nile Valley Project)
(8)
1 Director
Administration/2
Secretaries/2
2 Attendants/l
Driver

Research

Assistants/

Associate/
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XVIII.

Personnel (4)
1 Personnel

Assistant/l

Officer/l

Secretary/l

Clerk

XIX.

Purchasing and Supplies Department (24)
i Manager/2 Officers/4
Assistants/3
Storemenf2 Mechanics/
3 Secretaries/2
Clerks/4
Buyers/l
Helper/2 Attendants

XX.

Visitors
Section (4)
1 Officer/l
Clerk/2

Attendants

XXI.

Travel Section
1 Officer

XII.

Physical Plant (81)
1 Manager/2 Officers/l
Engineer/2
Senior Tradesmen/
3 Associates/l6
Tradesmen/9 Technicians/5
Operators/
1 Assistant/l1
Attendants/20
Drivers/3
Night Watchmen
2 Clerks/5 Janitors

XXIII.

Development and Construction
(16)
1 Manager/2 Civil Engineers/2
Operators/3
Tradesmen/
1 Engineer's
Assistant/l
Secretary/3
Labourersfl
Carpenter/
1 Stire Attendant/l
Foreman

XXIV.

International
School - Aleppo (10)
1 Principal/6
Teachers/l
Teacher
1 Driver

xxv.

XXVI.

XVII.

Beirut Office
1 Executive
3 Drivers/l

(1)

(8)
Secretary/l
Secretary/l

Part-Time/l

Senior Accountant/l
Attendant

Damascus Office
(5)
1 Administrative
Officer/l
Secretary/l
Assistant/l
Driver/l
Attendant
Consultants
(9)
2 Medical Consultants/Z
1 Nursing/l
Veterinary
1 Agro-Climatologist

Secretary/

Associate/

Administrative

Legal Advisors/l
Analytical
Services/
Specialist/l
Agricultural
Engineer/

ANNEX 2 A

ICARDh
COST ANALYSIS
(IN

US’OC=,

DellWB)

,
A. OPERATIONS
I. Ba~*8rcb
l )Program

Pwmiog sy~trrs
(Truasfarred Pro)ect)

1,2&l

Cmr*alS

988
961
537
3.790

FLIP
Forage

b)Researcb SUPpart
Gan.tic Pes.unit
station

125
667

231
909

124

UB

174
1.090

,259

oper*rions

lltgh Altitude
clnputot
II.

TraLLling k cammunie*tiooB
Training
COnuniC~tian9

Gensrr1

l.S'I
(321
1.311
1.378
907
5.033

(-)

i-527

61
4fa6

120
368

279
C-f
334
494
122
1.229

313
(63)
313
459
400
1.493

06
589
1
122
798

117
492
IO
83
708

73
22S

166
193

.

123
C-f
156
65
35
401

9s
(15)
125
107
105
432

1
(-)
31

22
t-1
40
25

32

87

22
IS
17
11
65

23
16
15
13
457

3

182
23

129
30

3
-

3

1.687
(-)
1.511
1.560
694
5.452

1.96?
(130)
1.783
1.669
1.430

7,045

233
1.271
145
-307
1,956

-

la

371

1.417
133
361
2.302

319
705

435

ali

pprrrciazm

Pbymieal

Pl.nt

I 7.766

I

4.136

1

4,176

I

1.216

1 1.166

I

540.

I

1SS

I

13.690

NOTESTOANNEX28

1.

2.

Pers0A

Services:

Includes

salary

Supplies

and Services:

and employment costs

of ICARDA's regular

staff

members.

Includes all general operating costs excluding travel costs and grants namely:
Labour, building
operations,
research & office
supplies and services,
meetings
and conferences, vehicles
repair,
printing
& publication,
hospitality,
guest
house costs, professional
services and the like.
3.

Travel:
Includes

4.

all

travel

costs

whether local

within

Syria

or International.

Other:
Includes

the cost of grants

given by ICAELDAto other

parties.

1

16.043

ANNEX 2.3

ICARDA
COST ANAEYSXS
(U&NG PERCENTAGES)
g9

1 Programe/Departments
I

+
1 Research

Programs

1 Rsearch

Support

1 Personal
Serv.
Actual
1 Estimate
! 1983 !
1984
69.5
71.4

1
1
1

Supplf

Actual
1983
22.6

55.7

66.3

40.8

Training

19.1

27.6

23.9

~OlEIlUUiCPtiOB

64.7

72.5

32.0

Programs

52.4

56,2

32.1

Adminlstrations

57.4

62.7

24.4

35.4

55.5

46:7

Cooperative
I General
CePeral

Operations

Others
I
I Total

a*Includes
b.

Reflects

, v-----z56.9

2.5% for
the cost

I

65.51

equipment
replacement
of the Management
Review.

-===30.2

Expense

Category

ANNEX 1.c

I CARDA
COST ANALYSIS
wsrwc PERCEMAGES)
CatcRorl
87 Program

T-PetBoaB
Actual

Actua
1983

el
Estimate
1984

-

Tot al
tual 7 Estirate
1983
1984
i
43.9
39.9

Others

Actual1 Estlrata
1983 1 1904

AC

PmgrMs/m?partmeiltr

1983

Research Programs

48.7

47.9

29.7

35.8

a3.0

Research Support

14.0

14.5

19.2

17.0

3.3

5.8

traintng

0.7

1.2

1.a

4.0

15.0

11.0

2.3

2.7

Coolmic~tioQ

5.9

5.6

5.5.

4.6

1.9

2.6

5.1

5.1

AddEistr8tiOQ

camrrl

oper8tioQs

8 3.4

4.3

14.3

15.4

34.;

33.0p

11.0

11.0

13.4

w.3

a.5

I ,I-

Others

-- 100

=- Part

b.

2.9

17.3

1.8

i Total

as

2.1

17.9

Pmgrw

coopuatirs

Cln0rS.l

it

of

the
putrins

.xpen,.
to

Cooperrtion.
Includm
Equiplent

c. Reflects

the

could
the

37.0

100

hrvo

tr8rel

R.plmxmeat

oi

boon
Dr.

'00,

chuged
0.

coat

cost or tilr Quuiaqueonirl

BBwtln

to

a

Progrua
Deputy Director
Gensrd

6.3

-&EL-

Coopatmtfre
-

(t 345K)
lleriw

7.1

(S 140s)

International

ll.3

14.3

2.0

3.0

17.7

18.1

63.0b

17.7

11.8

15.6'

1.0

I,
4.6

100
C-

28.2

l&S

--

100

/
1
1

!

--ICARDA

MNEX 2.D

ANALYSIS

CO87
--

(USPNC PERCENTAGES)
By PROGRAMAND EXPENSECATRGORY
.

Psr*ond
Actual
1983

Prngr~/Dep~rtunt*

Progrus

Servlcu
Eathat.
A984

Suppl1.s
Actus
1983

k P.Serr.
Estimate
1984

have1
.Acturl
sstim*tm
1983
1884

27-7

31.4

8.0

9.3

2:

8.0

9.5

5.8

4.4

0.5

O-4

Trsioing

0.4

0.7

0.5

1.0

1.4

0.8

coPunicat1on

3.3

3.7

I,7

1.2

Rewuch

Rsevarch

Support

Pro6ru8

Cooprmtiv~

GeneraA

Administration

GenusA

Operulonm

1.0

I.7

10.2

11.3

6.3

7.3

2.7

9

'02

P8rt
u

56.9
65.6
IPIIPPPPPDI

0.7

0.8

0.3

0.3

4.3 .

4.0

3.0

1.4

8.)

5.3

0.6

0.5

of the -nu
it

pertd.ns

cm16 hsvo lmon chugad
to

the

trrrrl

of

Dr.

G. E8ptin

30.3

26.0

8.S
-

to Cwpu8tive
Deputy Director

0.2

0.1

7.3
-

Imtsm8tionaA

rots1
Patdret.
?a4

Actual

4983
3@~8

43.9

14.3

14.3

2.3

4.7

5.1

5.1

0.2

2.0

x.8

0.3

19.7

18.1

2.5

17.7

13.0

1.0

1.0

O-2

3.9
--

PTQ~TUS
GenusA

0.5

0.2

Others
T0ota.l

Others
8stiaat.o
1983
1964

Actud

CoOpratiOIi.

1.1

100.0
--

100.0
.-
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Dr.

Eirst,

Februray

Dr.

9-10:

El-Jack,

Dr.

Briefing

Ertuna

Session

(World

Bank Office,

London).

Other Participants:
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.

April

El-Jack

and Dr.

Ozgediz, CGIAR
Greening, CGIAR
Jacqmotte, CGIAR
Gormbley, Ford Foundation
Ertuna

Visit
ICARDA North Africa Regional Program.
(Tunis and Beja Research Station/Tunisia).

15-17:

Dr. Hawtin, Deputy Director
General for International
Controller
and
Cooperation,
and Mr. Syegh, Financial
Treasurer
(both from ICARDA), participated
in the
visits
and the meetings.
Dr.

April

Hirst,

Dr.

17-20:

El-Jack,

Dr.

Ertma

Visit
Nile Valley
Station/Egypt).

Project,

Faba Beans (Cairo,

Sakha

Dr. Hawtin, Deputy Director
General for International
Controller
and
Cooperation and Mr. Syegh, Financial
Treasurer
(btoh from ICARDA) participated
in the
visits
and meetings.
Hosts:
Dr. Nassib, National Program Coordinator.
Dr. Bhardwaj, Director
of Administration,
ICARDA
Regional Office.
April

21-May 2

Management Review Proper
(Aleppo, Tel Hadya/Syria)

.
7

ANNEX4

Curriculum

Vitae

of Panel Members

John M. Hirst
Professor John M. Hirst is the Director
of the Long Ashton Research
Station and professor
of agricultural
and horticultural
science at the
University
of Bristol,
England.
Professor Hirst was a member of the
Technfcal Advisory Committee of the CGIAR from 1978 to 1982 and of the
Qufnquennial
Review panels for CIP (1976) and ICARDA (1983).
He studied
agricultural
botany at Reading University
(B.Sc.,
honors, 1950) and at the
In 1959 he was awarded the first
Jakob
University
of London (Ph.D., 1955).
Eriksson Gold Medal at the IX International
Botanical
Congress, and in 1970
the Research Medal of the Royal Agricultural
Society.
In 1970 he was also
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society.
Ahmed El Jack
Ahmed El Jack is the Dean of the Faculty of Economic and Social
Studies and professor
of business administratfon
at the University
of
Khartoum, Sudan. He is also Chairman, Board of Directors,
at the Management
Development and Productivity
Centre (Sudan), and Member, Board of Directors,
of The Sudan Commercial Bank. Professor El Jack has served as consultant
to
several public and private
organizations,
including
the World Bank, ILO,
UNIDO, Sudan Investment Bank, and Sudan Airways.
He studied economics at the
University
of Khartoum (B.Sc.,
Honors, 1963) and business administration
at
the University
of California,
Los Angeles (MBA, with distinction,
1965;
Ph.D., 1969).
Ozer Ertuna
Dr. Ibrahim Ozer Ertuna is a professor
of finance and managerial
economics on the Faculty of Economics and Administrative
Sciences, Bogazici
University,
Istanbul,
Turkey.
Dr. Ertuna received his Ph.D. degree from
Cornell University
in 1976, taught at Syracuse University
and SUNY at
Binghamton, Robert College of Istanbul,
Turkey.
He served as Director
of the
Institute
for Research and Applications
in Administrative
Sciences between
1975-1978, and as the Dean of the Faculty between 1978-1982.
Dr. Ertuna has
publications
in accounting and finance,
*and consulting
experience in the
public and private
sectors.

